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EMERGENCY UPDATE 2

Bush-Clinton Crime Family Syndicate Hires U.S.
Treasury Secretary Paulson, as their bagman
by Tom Heneghan, International Intelligence Expert

HIGH TREASON TRAITORS
Bushfraud and Crime Family bagman
Henry Paulson, U.S. Treasury Secretary
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Bush-Clinton Crime Family Syndicate patriarch, daddy Bush, during a
1992 interview with McClendon News Service White House reporter:
Sarah McClendon: "What will the people do if they ever find out
the truth about Iraq-gate and Iran contra?
Daddy Bush: "Sarah, if the American people ever find out what
we have done, they will chase us down the streets and lynch
us."

United States of America – It can now be reported that White
House occupant Bushfraud is seeking dictatorial power to have
Congress pass legislation, which would give U.S. Treasury Secretary
Paulson complete control of $700 BILLION of U.S. Taxpayers money.

Related:
Bush-Clinton Crime Family Syndicate Looting of the
U.S. Treasury Update
http://blog.myspace.com/index.cfm?
fuseaction=blog.view&friendID=147509065&blogID=434647609&Mytoken=BE5597B1-7B4A-4
57C-B9A88105E7C65B9C23319650

This TREASONOUS legislation would basically make Bush and
Paulson financial dictators in which Congressional oversight or any
court review of their actions would not be allowed.
What we have here folks is a MASSIVE ponzi scheme to re-inflate the
stolen assets that were used by the Bush-Clinton Crime Family
Syndicate to create bogus credit swap derivatives and then bankrupt
the United States of America.
Bushfraud and Paulson intend to create two sets of books, one on
budget and one off budget.
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They then intend to buy back the bogus assets of the Bush-ClintonLarry A. Mizel Crime Family and then allow the Bush-Clinton Crime
Family Syndicate, led by their bagman Larry A. Mizel (CEO of MDC
Holdings Inc.), to buy back the credit swap derivatives for pennies
on the dollar.
Once this financial ponzi scheme takes place one can predict that the
Federal Reserve would lower interest rates one more time as to re-

inflate the value of the Bush-Clinton Crime Family credit swap
derivatives.

Note: Remember folks, these credit swap derivatives were
created with the stolen $6.2 TRILLION, which were
embezzled from Ambassador Leo Wanta who had power of
attorney on the noted Wanta-Reagan-Mitterrand Protocols.
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Note: Remember folks, these credit swap derivatives were
created with the stolen $6.2 TRILLION, which were
embezzled from Ambassador Leo Wanta who had power of
attorney on the noted Wanta-Reagan-Mitterrand Protocols.
There is still time to save the United States and the
western world if Wanta, who fears for his life, is given a
computer and allowed to find the stolen funds and return
them to the U.S. Treasury.
It should be noted if Wanta is allowed to regain the stolen
U.S. Treasury funds “smoking gun” evidence would
immediately lead to more indictments against the BushClinton Crime Family Syndicate.
AND, OF COURSE, IT GETS WORSE!

CONSPIRATORIAL TRAITORS
Bank dick Henry Paulson and Christopher Cox, SEC Commissioner
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Bank dick Hank (Henry) Paulson and his co-conspirator in
this TREASON, SEC Commissioner Christopher Cox, also
need to cover up and bury the use of various offshore
hedge funds, including Bear Stearns and a noted British
MI6-Bush-Clinton “TRUE COLORS” offshore entity called
“Sherwood Investments”, which is headquartered in the
Bahamas.
“Sherwood Investments” with the use of U.S. Taxpayers
money financed what we commonly now know as the
Bush-Clinton-Mossad-British MI6 “TRUE COLORS”
assassination teams, which have not only assassinated the
enemies of this TREASONOUS cabal, but financed Black Op
operations of alleged Al Qaeda involving bombings in
Pakistan, Iraq and Western Europe, including the 7/7
London bombings.

“Sherwood Investments”, headquartered in the Bahamas,
is a British MI6 TERRORIST nest with financial links to the
Blackwater/Blackstone mercenary teams that will
eventually be used to create a national emergency in the
United States next month in early October for their
expected martial law in America.
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One of the Bush-Clinton Crime Family Syndicate
justifications for forced martial law is via FALSE FLAG
biochem attacks in their conspiratorial plot to end the
American Republic as we know it.

"Al Qaeda is nothing more than an extension of the apparatus linked to
U.S. intelligence that was allowed, by script, to remove itself as a
rogue breakaway entity of the U.S. government; allowed to decompartmentalize from oversight, and was run instead by Gary Best's
rogue black ops specialists for scripted activity outside the U.S.
government, with its funding being orchestrated through the Pakistani
secret police—an entity of the U.S. government."
~ Tom Heneghan, International Intelligence Expert

"The Bush-Clinton Crime Family Syndicate and ALL of their coconspirators face unprecedented, monumental prosecutions for
massive HIGH TREASON against the American People;
thus, before the 2008 election, they are plotting 'False Flag Attacks'
in the U.S. with expectations of nullifying and eradicating individual
and States rights and freedoms protected by the U.S. Constitution,
via martial law and subjugation of the American People,
in order to stay in control of the compromised U.S. Justice Department
to continue sealing Federal Grand Jury (We the People) indictments
and hiding them from the American People to avoid convictions and
public punishment with due prejudice."
~ Tom Heneghan, International Intelligence Expert

It is interesting to note folks that an alleged British whistleblower
Christopher Story, who writes for www.worldreports.org is ignoring this
evidence of the British TREASON directed against the United States, which
dates back to the old BCCI bank of England-Leonard Millman-Keating 5Bush-Clinton swindle of the American banking system in the 1980s.
Story, who claims to be an advisor and sympathizer to Ambassador Leo
Wanta, spent his time yesterday in his latest posting attacking America’s
oldest ally of 200 years, the Republic of France, while he promotes
conspiracy theories to a level of unspeakable lunacy, even to the point where
he claims Vice pResident Dick Cheney is threatening to have the Queen of
England assassinated.

Note: Yesterday this reporter received a phone call from Ambassador Leo
Wanta in which he told this reporter that Christopher Story had doublecrossed Wanta and actually hired a British MI6 espionage team to monitor
Wanta’s activities.
How dare you, you conspiratorial
tyrants and kings and notable queens!
Christopher Story is now caught in a box between the TREASON activities of
his own British monarchy, the Royal Family, and the East German DVD
Intelligence group that have compromised the British government of
Margaret Thatcher, John Major, Tony Blair and now Gordon Brown.
Story is clearly being manipulated to attack French Intelligence, the only
REAL friend and ally of the American People who have in their own way
exposed the:
- TREASON of 9/11,
- opposed the British Petroleum (BP)-Bush-Clinton ILLEGAL
war in Iraq,
- the theft of the year 2000 presidential election and
- the looting of the U.S. Treasury.
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Brigadier General Lafayette rallying troops at the
Battle of Brandywine
"The moment I heard of America, I loved her; the moment I knew she
was fighting for freedom, I burned with a desire of bleeding for her."
~ General Gilbert du Motier Lafayette

- French General Rochambeau, along with French infantry regiments,
cavalry troops, and an artillery battalion fought for America’s
freedom and independence, many of whom died fighting alongside
Americans at Yorktown and were buried on Virginia soil.
- French Admiral de Grasse, along with 22 French warships, many of
these marines died for America’s liberty fighting the British fleet and
were buried at sea in American waters.

Reference: It was only the People of France and nobody else who have
shed their own blood on American soil during not only the American
Revolutionary War but also during the War of 1812 to free America from
British occupation and monarchial rule.
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P.S. Call your Congressman tomorrow at (202) 224-3121 and tell
them that you oppose this financial ponzi scheme that will bail out
the Bush-Clinton Crime Family Syndicate with U.S. Taxpayers’ money
and turn the United States into a permanent banana republic for the
rest of our life time.
One final note: At least $30 TRILLION worth of derivatives are tied
to the noted Bush-Clinton-Media whore corporation, NBC General
Electric.

So we wonder if this bail out will continue to pay the salaries of
misfits like Tom Brokaw and Chrissy Pooh Matthews.
Over the weekend Chrissy Pooh, a British MI6 asset and unelectable
LOSER Hillary Rodenhurst Clinton stooge, smeared duly elected
President Albert Gore’s performance in a year 2000 presidential
debate with now White House occupant and nation wrecker George
W. Bushfraud.
Appearing on the program with Chrissy Pooh was noted Naval
Intelligence blackmailer and Bush-Clinton Crime Family enabler,
Washington Post editor Bob Woodward.
They spent their time laughing and joking about our noninaugurated, duly elected President Albert Gore Jr.
Apparently they did not watch the factual evidence presented in the
HBO movie “Recount”.
Remember folks, it is the criminal U.S. mass media who are owned
and controlled by the same Bush-Clinton Crime Family Syndicate
corporations that have bankrupted this country and they are the
ones, who for financial reasons and greed beyond all, that have
allowed this nightmare to develop and destroy the United States of
America.

"In a Time of Universal Deceit, Telling the Truth is a
Revolutionary Act" George Orwell
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At this hour we ask ALL freedom loving Americans
to pray for our country and to defend our liberty and
Constitutional freedoms by whatever means necessary.
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HIGH TREASON TRAITORS
AGAINST THE AMERICAN PEOPLE
Bush-Clinton-CIA Crime Syndicate
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